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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with systems of nonlinear differential-delay equa- 
tions of the form 
x,‘(t) = F,{x(t - T)} xi(t), 1 <i<n 
xi(t) = di($ t, - 7 < t < to, 
(1) 
where x(t) is an n-dimensional vector function of t, with components xi(t). 
Most of the results below are obtained by making the further assumption 
that the functionsF, are linear in the variables +(t - T), xs(t - T),..., x,(t - T), 
so that for some real constants a, and mgj the system can be written 
to - 7 < t < t, . (2) 
It is then shown that under certain restrictions on the parameters ai and m, 
all solutions of (2) satisfying xi(&) > 0, 1 < i < 7t, remain positive and 
uniformly bounded for t > to . Furthermore, if there is no constant solution 
of (2) in the positive quadrant of Rn, it is shown that every positive bounded 
solution approaches the boundary of the positive quadrant as t -+ 03. 
It is well known [l] that more general systems of differential-delay equations, 
for example, 
xi’(t) = G,{t, x(t), x(t - T)}, 1 ,<i<n 
%(t> = Mt>, t,,-T<t<t,,, 
* The results of this paper constitute part of the author’s doctoral thesis written 
at Cornell University under the direction of Professor W. H. J. Fuchs. 
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possess unique solutions for t > to , if the functions Gi satisfy appropriate 
Lipschitz conditions. In the case of (l), the system can be integrated 
once to yield 
Hence, if the Fi are arbitrary integrable functionals on Rn, the uniqueness 
and constancy of sign of the xi(t) follow, using the methods of ordinary 
differential equations and continuation from the initial interval [to - 7, t,] 
to succeeding intervals of length T. 
In this paper we will restrict our discussion to solutions of (2) in the positive 
quadrant of Rn. These will subsequently be referred to as positive sohtions. 
This choice of sign is motivated by physical considerations. 
A system such as (1) can be thought of as representing the growth of n 
interacting variables, each of which has a relative growth rate xi’/xi at time t 
that depends on the value of all 12 variables at one previous instant of time, 
t - T. Examples of such systems are found in many diverse fields, such as 
control theory, ecology (growth of populations), epidemology, and in attempts 
to use mathematics in the study of neurology. 
If 11 = 1, (2) reduces to the scalar differential-delay equation 
x’(t) = [a - x(t - T)] x(t) 
studied by Wright [2], Kakutani and Markus [3] and G.S. Jones [4]. If 
a > 0, Kakutani and Markus proved that every solution of this equation 
satisfying x(t,) > 0 remains uniformly bounded above and below for all 
t > t,; more precisely, if M, = max{x(t)> and m, = min{x(t)} for 
t, < t < t, + 27, then 
0 < m < x(t) < M < co on t,<t<cg, 
where M = max{M, , aeaT} and m = min{m, , aefaFMjs}. It has also been 
shown [4] that a positive solution x(t) either approaches a asymptotically as 
t -+ OD or oscillates about a. 
After completing this paper, a University of Maryland report by G.M. 
Dunkel [5] was brought to my attention. In Chapter 3 of this report, Dunkel 
considers systems identical to (2) above. His results are directed mainly at 
two-dimensional systems, and complement some of the results reported here. 
In particular he presents a theorem on the oscillatory behavior of the solutions 
as t-+cO. 
In regard to stability of constant solutions of (2), Dunkel gives partial 
results for 7t = 2. The results for arbitrary dimension n are contained in [7]. 
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2. POSITIVE CONNECTION MATRIX 
The matrix M = (m,J of coefficients in (2) will be called the connection 
matrix of the system. We will assume that a connection matrix satisfies the 
condition that each mii # 0, so that the system of equations can be normalized 
by the change of variables yi = miixi . If this is done, the matrix of the trans- 
formed system will have each diagonal element equal to unity. Two systems 
(2) will be called equivalent if they reduce to identical systems when 
normalized in this manner. If the connection matrix satisfies mii = 1, 
1 <z+<n,andifm,i>Oforallifj, 1 <i,j<n,thenMwillbecalleda 
positive connection matrix. The following theorem is an exact analog of the 
one proved by Kakutani and Markus for the scalar equation [3], and the 
proof is contained in [5] and [7]. 
THEOREM 1. Let x(t) be a positive solution of a system (2) with positive 
connection matrix M. Then each component of x satisfies 
0 -=c xi(t) < Bi = max{aieai7, ,<~~+JX@)l}. 
THEOREM 2. If the connection matrix in (2) satisJies mii = 1, mii > 0 for 
j > i (1 < i < n), then every positive solution of (2) is uniformly bounded on 
t,<t<co. 
Proof. Consider the system equations one at a time. For i = 1, 
xl’(t) = [al - x,(t - 7) - m,,x,(t - T) - **a - m,,x,(t - T)] xl(t) 
and by the method of proof for Theorem 1, xl(t) must satisfy 
The second equation can be written 
x2’(t) = [a, & [ rnzl 1 xl(t - T) - x2(t - T) - m,,x,(t - T) - *.* 
- m2A(t - T)] x&)- 
Theorem 1 again implies a bound: 
0 < x2(t) < m+(a, + B, I mzl I) e(a2+B1’ms1’)7, ,~~~+ Jxdt)lI =4 . 
Continuing by induction, each component xi(t) has a finite bound, 1 <j < n. 
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It will be shown in Section 5 that if the dimension of the system is greater 
than or equal to 2 we cannot hope to bound the xi uniformly away from 0. 
In fact, we will show that under certain conditions on the parameters, some 
of the xi must approach 0 as t ---f co. 
3. CLOSED FEEDBACK LOOPS 
The physical significance of Theorem 2 is seen more clearly if one con- 
siders (2) as a system of variables related to each other through delayed 
feedback. The rate of growth of the variable Xi is given by 
xiv> - = ai - milxl(t - T) - mizxz(t - T) - **. - mt,x,(t - T), 
w 
so that the effect of xk on the growth of the variable xi is determined by the 
parameter mik . Negative values of the mik correspond to positive feedback, 
with delay, among the system variables. 
DEFINITION 1. A closed feedback loop in a system (2) is any closed path 
from an element with index ii back to itself, where a path from ii to i, is a 
sequence 
such that each mik # 0. 
DEFINITION 2. A reinforcing closed feedback loop in (2) is a closed feedback 
loop such that each mik in the sequence is strictly negative. 
In physical terms, a reinforcing closed feedback loop corresponds to a 
system with positive feedback from an element xi to itself through a succession 
of steps which effectively represents a time delay. 
THEOREM 3. In a system (2) in which there exist no reinforcing closed feed- 
buck loops, every positive solution is uniformly bounded on to < t < 00. 
Proof. Assume no reinforcing closed feedback loop exists. Then there is at 
least one row of the matrix M containing all nonnegative elements. For if 
this were not true, then there would exist a negative element in row 1, say 
mlil (ii # 1 by the definition of a connection matrix). In row i1 there exists a 
negative element milia (iz # i1). Proceeding in this manner, before exhausting 
all n rows of M we will have obtained a chain m,$, , rnilj, .**, mireli, where ik 
must be one of the indices 1, ii , iz ,..., &-, , and each rnDp. in the chain is 
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negative. This chain, written in reverse order, contains a reinforcing closed 
feedback loop. 
Next, interchange the variables so that the all non-negative row is row 1. 
By considering the (n - I)-dimensional submatrix of M with the 1st row 
and column deleted, we can find a row ia with all nonnegative elements (except 
possibly the element in the deleted first column). Continuing in this manner, 
it is clear that the variables in the system can be reordered so that the hypo- 
theses of Theorem 2 are satisfied. Hence the Xi are uniformly bounded. 
4. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR BOUNDEDNESS 
WITH NEGATIVE ELEMENTS IN M 
The conditions in Theorems 2 and 3 are certainly not necessary for bound- 
edness. It is possible to show that if the matrix M is in some sense “close” 
to the identity matrix I, the nondiagonal elements can be of arbitrary sign. 
(On the other hand, it seems very difficult to establish boundedness for 
systems with negative m, which are large relative to the diagonal elements 
mii .) We denote by 1 T 1 the matrix norm 
THEOREM 4. Let the coeficients of a system (2) satisfy the following condi- 
tions 
(i) M=(mi,)=I+T,where(T~<l; 
(ii) 015 min,<i9n(ai> - mqGiGn (a) satisfies e”~+> 1TI; i 
(iii) for A = maxt (a#), p = maxi,i,x I rnii - mkf I , there exists a number 
B* > 0 such that B*(eLs-B*lT - 1 T I) > AnpeA’. 
Let B be the 1.u.b. of the set of real numbers B* satisfyiq (iii), Then allpositive 
solutions of (2) satisfring 
0 < i q(t) < $ for t0--7<t<t(j+7 
t=1 
remain for all t > to + 7 in the region of the positive quudrant described by 
0 -c N(t) < B/p, where N(t) = ZF=, x,(t). 
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Proof. Since each xi(t) > 0 for all t > t, - 7, N(t) can be considered as a 
norm for the vector x(t). Then by hypothesis 
where (u, v) denotes the ordinary vector inner product. Integrating the 
original equation once, as in Eq. (3), for any t 3 t, + T we have 
xi(t) = q(t - T) exp air - i mij /im7 xi@ - 7) ds! 
I j=l 
E-5 X,(t - T) ei(t - T). 
Let E(t - T) be the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements 
ei(t - T) = exp UiT - 5 mij /Ie7 xj(s - T) dS/; 
! i=l 
then we can write 
X(t) = E(t - T) X(t - T). 
The inner product (&(t - T), x(t)) can be written as 
(E(t - T) Mx(t - T), x(t - T)) 
where M = I + T. Thus 
(a(t - 7)~ x(t)> 
= (E(t - T) X(t - T), X(t - T)) + (E(t - T) Tx(t - T), X(t - T)) 
2 {min[e,(t - T)] - mz$ei(t - T)] I T I} [I x(t - T)ll”. 
i 
Using Eq. (4) and the relationship between ]I x )I and N we obtain the following 
bound for the derivative of N: 
N’(t) < AN(t) - [ E:.$,; 1;; - 1 T I] N(t) “,‘” - T, . 
z I 
For any t > to + 7, the hypotheses of the theorem imply that 
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where 
is the average of IV between t - 27 and t - r. We can then write 
Let U(t) = pi?(t). Then 
U’(t) = pN’(t) < [A - (eur-“(t--7)7 - ] T J) ‘(;; 7, ] U(t). 
Since p > 0, U(t) is positive for all t > t, - T. If 
then U’(t) Q AU(t). 
Now assume B* satisfies condition (iii), and N(t) < B*/p for 
to - T < t < t*, but N(t*) = B*/p, that is U(t*) = B* for some t* > t,, + r. 
Then condition (iii) implies that 
-- 
for to - G- < t -C t* so that U’(t) < AU(t). Therefore 
B*e-A+ < u(t* - T) <B* 
B*e--ZAr < U(t* - 27) < B*. 
This implies that 
and therefore 
U’(t*) 6 [A - (e-B* - 1 T [) y] U((t*) 
( 
4 
ApneAT - B*(e[Oi-B*lT - 1 T I) 
eATpn 1 U(t.+) c o 
But U takes on its maximum from the left at t = t*; therefore U’(t*) >, 0. 
This contradicts the assumption that such a t* exists; therefore 
for all t > to - 7-s 
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Notice that the proof of this theorem requires a bound on the xi(t) over an 
initial interval of length 27. Given bounds on the initial functions $i(t) it is 
an easy matter to determine the maximum possible increase in the xi over 
the interval t, < t < t, + T. Hence there is no loss of generality in the 
statement of the theorem. 
5. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF SYSTEMS 
WITH No POSITIVE CONSTANT SOLUTIONS 
We will define a semiorbit Vf of (2) to be the curve described in n-space 
by the trajectory of a solution x(t), t > t, . A limit point Iz of V+ will be a 
point in Rn for which there exists a sequence {tk) of real numbers satisfying 
limk,, tk = co and lim,,, /I x(tk) - ji (1 = 0. The set of all limit points of 
%+ will be denoted by 9(‘%*). 
The constant solutions of (2) are vectors x*, with components xi* satis- 
fying 
0 = 
[ 
ai - i mijxj* 1 xi*, 1 <i<n. j=l 
The vector x* = 0 is always a solution, and other constant solutions with 
one or more zero components may also exist. If x* is a constant solution, and 
Xi* # 0, 1 < i < 71, then x* must satisfy 
The study of the stability of constant solutions is contained in another 
paper VI. 
A vector x will be called a positive vector if xi > 0 for 1 < i < n. We will 
now prove that if Mx* = A has no positive vector as solution, then any 
bounded positive solution of (2) has the following distinctive asymptotic 
behavior as t + 00. 
THEOREM 5. If a semiorbit V+ of (2), corresponding to a positive solution, 
remains uniformly bounded for t > t, , hence lies in some open hypercube 
D = {(Xl , x2 ,**-, x,) [ 0 < xi < Ri , 1 < i < n}, 
and if Mx* # A for any positive vector x *; then W never intersects itself and 
the limit set A?(%?+) is contained in the boundary of D. In fact every limit point ii 
of %+ has at least one component $i = 0. 
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Proof. If the trajectory x(t) intersects itself for some t > t,, , then there 
exists a T > 0 and t, > t,, such that 
We can write 
x(t, 4 T) = x(h). 
Since xt(tl) > 0 for any t, z=- t, , we have 
*t1 L j=l 
This is a system of linear equations 
1 
I 
tl+T 
T t1 
xl(s - T) ds 
XJS - T) ds 
By hypothesis, Mx * = A has no positive solutions, hence this equation 
cannot be satisfied for any T > 0. 
Now assume that there exists a limit point % E U(V+) such that each 
component & > 0. Let minigiGn ($J = 6 > 0. Since f E Z(%Y+), there 
exists a sequence of real numbers {tJ, each trc > to , with lim,,, tk = cc and 
such that x(tk) + jz as K + co. We will select a subsequence of {tk} such that 
each pair tk , t,,, satisfies t,,, - tk > 1. There exists a spherical neighbor- 
hood N(jZ, a/2), with center at % and radius 612, which lies entirely in the 
open hypercube D. Since % is a limit point of V+, we can also pick the sequence 
{tk} so that x(tk) E N(jz, 6/2) for all k = 1,2,... . Assume that this has been 
done. Then for each k, 
We now write 
xi(&) = xi(&) exp ai - f nt,&s - T) 
j--l 
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Then 
II x(h) - x(h-1w 
= il I Xi(h) - ac-1r 
= i / Xi(t,-l)l’ j exp ] j::, [ui - $lmtPds - Tl] dsj - l j 
i=l 
> f t 
2=1 1 I 
exp ai(tk - t,-,) - 5 mij jt” Xi(S - T) ds - 1 
j=l t&-l I 1 
2 
82 n 
=- 
=I i 4 i-l 
exp (tP - t,-,) 
[ 
ai - i mii 
I 
tlr 
j=1 (tl, - t,-1) tkml xf(s - T, ds Ii 1 
2 
- l 
where the final inequality holds because of the choice of the sequence {tk} 
and the fact that I eT2 - 11>Ie2--l~foranyrealnumberxifr>l. 
Now we use the fact that ]I A - Mv 1) > 0 for all v in the closure of D. 
Therefore the function 
has an absolute minimum > 0 on this compact set, independent of k. This 
contradicts the fact that x(t& ---f f as k -+ co. Therefore Z(%‘+) consists only 
of vectors which have at least one component equal to 0. 
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